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Making the most of your
practice
Join Revenue Cycle Management (RCM) consultant Doug Finley
for a complimentary webinar
We get it: time is unbelievably tight  how can you even think about carving an hour out
of your day for a webinar? Trust us: this one will be worth your time!
Learn how to increase efficiency, eliminate redundancy, and maximize your
precious resources – in this complimentary webinar presented by Revenue Cycle
Management consultant Doug Finley.
This webinar might fill your lunch break for one day, but it will provide strategies
to shave hours off of your workload, increasing your overall practice
profitability. It's a great return on your time investment!
Doug has more than 10 years of senior management experience in both the behavioral
healthcare and internet technology fields. He leads the customer service and
implementation teams and oversees the daily operations of Aym Technologies.
Join him for a complimentary webinar about making your practice profitable:
Thursday, 8/28/14, 12:00  1:00 pm EST
click here to register
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Can't make it at that time? Register anyway, and we'll send you a recording of the
presentation to watch at your convenience.

HOW DO YOU CROSSWALK
DSM AND / OR ICD!?
We know: it’s confusing. And based on
the questions our previous blog posts
generated, we’re realizing it’s even more
complicated than previously thought! So
here’s a little clarification:

PIMSY TEAM WALKS TO FIGHT
LUPUS
"Lupus is an unpredictable and
misunderstood autoimmune disease that
ravages different parts of the body. It is
difficult to diagnose, hard to live with,
and a challenge to treat."

There are no actual DSM5 codes – but
there kind of are….?? Here’s the deal:

Although lupus is not in itself a mental
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there are not four code sets; there are
only two: ICD9 and ICD10.
So what's the difference between DSM
and ICD? How do you crosswalk the
two code sets? Does the delay in ICD
10 transition mean you should also delay
using DSM5? Where do you find the
ICD10 codes for mental health?
Don't worry: we've got you
covered! Click here for blog post or here
for printable pdf

illness, the stress of living with this often
debilitating disease can cause emotional
issues  these challenges can increase
one's risk of depression and related
mental health problems, such as
anxiety, stress and low selfesteem.
One of the keys to thriving with lupus is
to have strong mental health support.
We on the PIMSY team are honored to
participate in the efforts of the Lupus
Foundation. Click here to read more.

For more information about electronic solutions for your practice, check out Behavioral Health EHR.

PIMSY EHR + practice management system
pimsyemr.com
hello@pimsyemr.com

877.334.8512, ext 1
Click here for details about PIMSY EHR or watch a video demo here
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